Roulette Progressive
What sets TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Progressive apart?
Roulette Progressive is a first of its kind offering, allowing an optional progressive bet to be placed on
a Roulette table for an opportunity to win a combination of bespoke progressive, fixed and / or mystery
jackpots.
Features & Benefits
Independent meters
White label product - easily customisable contributions, hit
frequency, jackpots and design
“In it to win it” bet qualifies for random mystery progressive
payouts as well as shared community jackpots
Secure, proven, reliable and automated progressive system –
minimum dealer interaction required
Create huge excitement around the table and casino floor

Exciting Customised Jackpots

TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s latest innovation is a unique, exciting and
flexible Roulette progressive.
With multiple bespoke progressive Jackpots and mystery
prizes, all of which can be customised to meet the needs and
expectations of each operation, the system focuses on preferred
hit frequencies as well as specific jackpots, their seed values &
contributions.
Building on the existing overwhelmingly successful
TCSJOHNHUXLEY Blackjack and Poker progressive system,
Roulette Progressive is a natural addition to the range. Never
before has there been a successful progressive Roulette
available that provides high levels of excitement as well as
multiple customisable independent progressive jackpots,
incorporating both event based and mystery wins.

Limitless Possibilities

TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Progressive is a white label
product allowing operators’ full customisation to brand and
theme the game, design and jackpots. There are limitless
possibilities for the operator to bring an unprecedented level
of entertainment and excitement to the gaming floor.

Increased chances of winning

TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Progressive allows players
to wager an exciting ‘in it to win it’ progressive bet which
once locked in, gives players access to a variety of potential
incremental individual, community and mystery progressive
jackpots as well as fixed payouts. All jackpots are independent –
so even if the top prize is won the other meters are not affected
and do not reset. This keeps the excitement building and players
at the table for longer.
The system allows operators to customise jackpots and hit
frequency in addition to automating contributions to each
prize pool. It is easy to implement for operators, easy to
explain for dealers and easy to play for customers.
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How to play
Below is an example set up with 2 progressive jackpots, 1 fixed
community jackpot; 1 fixed individual jackpot and 2 mystery
progressive jackpots.
1. Players simply place their bets on the same colour bet
sensor as the chips they are playing, before the spin.
2. Once every player has placed their bet on the sensor the
dealer will then announce “No More Progressive Bets”, lock in
the progressives bets and collect the chips from the sensors.
3. Each playing position will then be allocated a random
Personal Lucky Number, active players will be highlighted on
the display and non-active players will be greyed out. Personal
lucky numbers will be allocated randomly every spin.
4. Once progressive bets are locked in, the system
automatically checks if the mystery prizes have hit. If a mystery
prize has been won, the dealer then pays out.
5. The regular Roulette game then commences. Once the
dealer spins the ball the Bonus Wheel/s then also start
spinning. The live wheel result is the first to be displayed
followed by the Bonus (RNG) Wheel/s.
6. Along with any regular Roulette payouts due, a player
who has placed a progressive bet is now also eligible for the
following awards:
•

Triple 7 (can be any designated triple number) — If the
Table Wheel, Bonus Wheel and player’s Personal Lucky
Number all result in the value 7, the player wins the top
jackpot progressive award

•

•

•
•
•

Any Trip (any number other than designated top jackpot
number) - If the Table Wheel, Bonus Wheel and player’s
Personal Lucky Number all result in a trip, the player wins the
secondary progressive award
17 – 17 Wheel Match (any designated double number match)
– The Table Wheel and Bonus Wheel’s number match. The fixed
award will be shared by all active progressive players at the table
Table Wheel and Lucky Number match – The player wins the
fixed payout award
Roulette Mystery — progressive jackpot payed out to one lucky
player at a specific Roulette table or several linked Roulette tables
Floor Wide Mystery — progressive jackpot payed out to one
lucky player and any linked progressive table regardless of game
being played (Could be a Poker or a Blackjack progressive player
– as long as the progressive system in situ is linked)

*Note that the original progressive Roulette wager is not returned
to the player, regardless of whether the player wins any award.
Winning combinations are automatically identified by the system and
will include supervisor pins for authorisation where needed. Once the
winning combination is paid out, the dealer will activate the next game.

Pay Table Example
Payout

Triple 7

Top Progressive

Any Trip

Second Progressive

17 - 17

Shared fixed community jackpot

Table Wheel & Lucky
Number Match

Fixed Payout

Roulette Mystery

Progressive jackpot payed out to one
lucky player at a specific Roulette table
or several linked Roulette tables

Floorwide Mystery

Progressive jackpot payed out to one
lucky player and any linked progressive
table regardless of game being played
(Could be a Poker or a Blackjack
progressive player – as long as the
progressive system in situ is linked)
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